
Interview with Henry Bowie, Assistant Director of the /,

March 31, 1974, at IlcComb, Mississippi. Conducted by Jack Bass and

Walter De Vries. Transcribed by Linda Killen.

Bowie: I've been here it will be ten years in—64

tfent back to my church for a month and

then took another month to come down after some violence that occurred

in this area. That stretched into a year, two years, three years,

even years, what have you. But anyway from 64 until August of 72

I worked principally with the Delta ilinistry in Mississippi.

Bass: As what?

Bowie: Project First, just as a community organizer in

this community.

That involved the first round of workshops and training sessions with

folks who were running in 67. . Of the folks

that ran in 67, we probably worked with 75% of them in terms of helping

them put together their campaigns, helping them with fund raising, things

he next major area of responsibility in terms of Mississippi

more or less in char,

economic development efforts, the result of which

got a major loan through Delta Foundation in Greenville

De Vries: You work with the R&D Center on that thing?

Bowie: No. It had nothing to do with that.

It is the most successful CPC in the south, clearly, and I say that

a fair amount of objectivity. That's been, you know, one of the
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things I've worked on. I've worked pn.
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luch across the board as

generalist. Lot of developments. I've worked—I'm on the executive

committee of the American [?] party. I'm in name chairman here but

I'm going— I meant to resign—it's so funny—when I went over to

Atlanta I began to worry about being there most of the time and

offered to resign. ~—A-: yoxr

'l_go on being ^ha -you know,—whether— ~

lat s wnere mosx 01

■'re a minority county here so we don't win the

elections but it's a pretty hard working county because when somebody

like Charles runs we may send $2-3,000 other candidates.

fe'E no-

What do you do in Atlanta?

Bowie: In Atlanta I work with the Southern Regional Council. I'm one

of the associate directors.

Bass: Since 72?

Bowie: Yeh. I'm the associate director there in charge of program

development.

Bass: So you commute?

Bowie: Weekends. All most weekends. There'll be a day and a half

this weekend. I'm a generalist, organizer been involved in a few

little things.

Bass: You came to Mississippi from where?

Bowie: Long Branch, New Jersey—not Long Branch, where I was born.

Longs ide.

Bass: Had you been in the South before?

Bowie: Never. Well, yes, I'm sorry, I'd been in the South before but

I've never lived in the South.
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Bass: What attracted—why did you come?

~owie: Why did I come? I was involved in doing some things out of my

parish in New Jersey. Working with some housing problems and went to

a few meetings. And then Washington. I was terribly impressed at this

symposium they were having. Dr King and 3CLG and 3NCG and all those

forces were there. And I'd taken down a large group from the town

where I had my parish. I was most impressed by a gal by the name of

Jeanie Schmidt. She and Stokely and John Lewis one particular session

and they talked about the needs of Mississippi. And a group of us

just standing there said "Hey, we ought to go that summer." They were

preparing for the summer of 64, I said "Fine, I'm going." It turned

out I was the only one in that group who came down. And I came down

with the stupidity that most of us had, that we were going to solve

Mississippi's problems in a month because that's what everybody said they

were going to do. And they came running down here to do that.

Bass: What did you find when you got here?

Bowie: I don't know if I can describe that any more. The fear. I

think that was the most overwhelming thing I found out here. I came in,

I think it was July 6th, and I was assigned to Vicksburg initially.

And I drove over to Vicksburg going about 30 miles an hour scared to

death I was going to get arrested or something. And before I got there

there had been a phone call asking if I would come to McGomb instead

because there was a bombing that had taken place here and they couldn't

get any help at all from the local ministers. And I was a minister.

They said "Go on over and see what you can do to help." And I came on

over here. It was a fortress-like atmosphere. Here were the Freedom

House folks sort of boarded in and everything around was sort of

hostile. But there was also this wierd kind of hope and joy—they

called it the beautiful wrote an article



called "The Beautiful or the loving community" or something like that.

With all those hostile forces, you know, kind of coming in people were

both afraid and absolutely unafraid at the same time because they de

pended on one another in a wierd kind of way. The barriers, the

normal things that keep people from just being people had to go down

to survive. And it is something that many people will regard as the

high point in their life. And in many ways it was. Unfortunately

too many people continue to seek it and it probably only could have

existed at that particular time and period in history. But fear, con

fusion, hope. All that put together. Hatred.

Bass: Is it hard to reconstruct those days?

Bowie: You can talk about it very easily with somebody who was there.

For some reason those relationships were made absolutely strong. Curtis

Hayes, who was with us at that time, he was really the leader of the

project. Young SNGG kids from out in the country. He's a muslim now.

But those relationships simply don't wash away. We fought like mad.

He was with the Black Liberation Army back some years ago. He's a

hawk now. He had one foot. He never finished law school. He and I

essentially were enemies during the whole of the project. Not enemies

but adversaries. But he was down and he came here and stayed here

for a while. That relationship was all right within that context but

there's something that holds us together. We all understand. Because

there was something very strong and very—you needed one another in a

way that you don't ordinarily have to admit that you need one another.

We both fed one another. How do you describe some

thing that happened that's not structural, that's not ordinary.

Bass: At that point what was the perceived political strategy?

Bowie: At that point? Yeh, very simple. We won it. What appeared

to be radical in Mississippi was very conservative in reality. We
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wanted folks to be able to vote. We wanted them to have integrated

education. We wanted more jobs. We wanted federal programs and inter

im
vention. We wanted to eat in the restaurants and w-^A>> hotels.

That was it. And we wanted to begin to become involved politically.

r. We got it.

Bass: The goal was equality, is that right? Was it that simple?

Bowie: Yeh, but it was equality in specific kinds of ways. You know,

the ones I'm mentioning. Those were the things that people were

struggling after mostly. [^Interruption.~| . . . the genius of it.

We went and made it wing. What made people give such an absolute

commitment to it. irticle recently in Ebony aboui

It made a point about King: it was that King was able

to take absolutely, completely complex issues and with his charisma,

you know, pull out of them very simple articulations of them that

everybody could ascribe to and move with and be caught up in.

™,ss: So when the term 'freedom now' was used it encompassed every

thing you just enumerated, it that correct?

Bowie: Yeh. But those were all very. . . , we

were after the end result. Those were ends, and wecnuld articulate

them very siinplistically. And in many ways Idon't know if we under

stood the complexities in getting there. It may have been far more

complex for other people. Because you got to realize when I say those

were the goals, those were the stated goals to which we could all

ascribe to some degree. But we were, whoa, a mixture of people involved

in achieving. . » • A guy down south who was a municipal priest; a

guy in the project who was a Marxist; you had another guy who came from

Mississippi and went off to college who just knew that he wanted these

very basic things for his people and he had to struggle for them. You

had people killing out of their own bitterness, you know, frustration in

life where they had too much of everything and found something very wonder-
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ful in working for very basic things. So who we were. . . what we were

all personally seeking, is something we'll never fully know and under

stand. But we could all subsume that under some very simplistic

goals.

Bass: All right, so the strategy at that time was perceived as what?

The political strategy to achieve these goals. You had goals and

objectives. How are you going to achieve them?

Bowie: The basic assumption was that it was uniquely simple also:

that if you involved people in the struggle, they understand how they

ire being denied, and they understand how they can change the system,

they will seek these good ends for themselves. I guess. . . I don't

mean to oversimplify it, but I think in many ways we naively assumed

to some decree that to know the good was to do the good and that all

we had to do was to get the folks who, one, who were being oppressed

to know they were being oppressed and that they had power in themselves

and they should go out and seek it. To get the oppressor to know that

he was evil. And he might cease. But back to some of the rhetoric in

Dr King's speeches that were so moving and you find the very similar

simplistic kind of thing. You know, the black man needs the right

to free him from oppression and the white man needs the black to free

his conscience kind of thing. . I think a loi

of that simplicity ran through the movement in many ways

gically the thing was to get a mass movement going, as many people in

volved in understanding their needs. This meant putting the only

thing you had up, and that was your body. Because that was the only

thing you could move.

De Vries: Was there a perceived model anyplace else?

;: India, you know, is sometimes referred to, nonviolence, this

sort of thing.
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Bowie: Nonviolence as a model was not as strong in Mississippi. Non

violence in Mississippi was a tactic. . . no, it was a necessity. You

just didn't go out and get violent because you got your head whipped

or got killed. The whole Gandhian thing was not, in my opinion, strong

in the areas where I was working in Mississippi. SNGG was non

violent tactically, Mississippi. Host of the workers were.

More so than as an ideology.

Bass: Did the movement in Mississippi have a religious base. Did it

grow out of a religious base?

Bowie: Most times, £?!f yeh. It's like the other answers I've given

so far. I could say yes and be absolutely telling the truth. Cer

tainly it was housed in the churches. It was talked about in terms

of religious symbols. But the folk who were brought up in the move

ment were a mixture of people who themselves had a religious basis

similar to the people they were working with v

m reaxixy.

models referred to?

Bowie: Oh yes, frequently.

Bass: 'What? Recalling some of that. .

, j.j : Oh you know, obviously the Moses. . . .

De Vries: Old Testament groups.

Bowie: You had one that I like to use myself and some other people use

about the equation of. . . Jesus talked to his disciples about if you

see somebody who's hungry you ought to feed them, thirty, you give hi:

drink, and what have you. And that to deny it to somebody is to deny

to po

it to somebody is to do it to Jesus. And moved

int out that the church did this historically and now to do this

through the political operation. Tie that to how social services are
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given. It was an easy transference for people. You had the whole

story told you a couple of times about how Joshua sent the folks into

the land of Canaan to find out who was there. And they'd come back

and talk about th< are over there. But one lone

guy says "No, that's not so." Host people saw the white power struc

ture as that giant. And another appraisal was to see it as something

that could be dealt with and fought. That was the sort of Joshua

that was used. The Jericnc >ory obviously was used quii

frequently. Marching around and blowing the trumpets. And so many

of them were used.

De Vries: Fas it more Old Testament oriented?

Bowie: Depends on who. Ho, see, you can't. . . yeah, I can make some

things very simple. Different folks use different tools in the com

munity. And that was very much a part of the folks, you know. I used

a lot of Old Testament because I like Old Testament. But I don't know

if I could make a statement about more or less Old Testament. I would

to think therr probably more because the Old Testament fit

itself far more to it. I If

you know, a very easy parallel between that and the individual choic

a person had to make in the movement. Heavy Old Testament but I'm not

prepared to say—

Bass: Am I correct then that the Bible was used both as a means of

example and also a means of communication?

Bowie: Both, very clearly both. I would think more communication on

the part of the majority of the movement than example, because some of

the examples have to be stretched. Far more communications, but both.



Bass: Do you perceive it, or consider that whole period in Mississippi

and the South—Mississippi as the center—as a genuine revolutionary

movement?

Bowie: Without asking you to define general revolutionary movement and

using revolutionary in the sense that I would use it, okay,

I'd say yes. I mean that's such a big question. Yes,

in the sense that people who were

down their whole context of their lives. And

to turn upside

constituted a total change. And using the only weapons they had avail

able to use, in that sense yes. As conservative as they were compared

to another day, at that moment, that particular time in history, people's

commitment to it and involvement was in a sense totally revolutionary.

The mentality was clearly revolutionary.

Bass: Do you consider it unique in the sense of a revolutionary move

ment motivated by Biblical teachings?

Bowie: So, by no means.

Bass: What would be another example?

Bowie: ,not revolution. But fighting for

change. The struggle in Ireland right now is in part tied up with

religious concepts and teachings. Let's not narrow it to strict1

Biblical. . . . Certainly the Crusades were tied up in Biblical

teachings.

Bass: tto the modern state of Israel?

De Vries: The whole American revolution.

Bowie: You just go back through any struggle in which religion has been

involved you're going to find it having a force on it.

De Vries: Can I ask you about Cleveland Sellor/'s book?

Bowie: Not read it.

De Vries: He argues that you started a. inability
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to articulate, to bring people together around those things.

Bowie: You see I put that into another context. You're getting into

a whole bag of mine in that, one, I don't think any of us understood

at the time. . . . You know, in '65 I thought I was the vanguard, I

thought I was part of the vanguard, you know, that was seeking to

initiate

.f change in this country. I found out later thatacnieve a nei

ihing xn ihat this movement we were involved

m is something that goes back in this country historically to the

'30s. And part of the situation falling apart of the complexity of the

issues also speaks to the falling apart and the lack of consi

agreement nationally. I think the kind of ideological ferment that was

existing prior to the Rooseveltian compromise and pulling together of

of that period is not dissimilar to what we're into right

now. That the kind of sense of dispossession that existed then, even

though it was essenti;

different essential!?.

^onomic sense oi axsDOssession xs not

feeling of alienation and dispossession

1 -x, we're going through right now. And this whole period that we're in

that perhap

is xn lact—

ked off and seen in terms of black power movement

\ article in Ebony in '71 by Jerome Bennett, who

talked about ingroupment as a process arid quotes Sartre saying that

salvation is where the group is kind of thing. In part, the confusion

and alientation in where we are right now reflects a necessary and

valid regrouping process in which people are going back to find out who

they are in relationship to very simple things. And that from there

you might find a new consensus. But that the failure of consensus in

the movement, while it in one sense was a failure, was in the movement

because of the complexity of those issues. Was also paralleled by a

;oing on nationally in which there was, and there is yet,
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no one who can articulate above the cries of all the individuals,

claiming their share of whatever it is this country to :

who can articulate clearly ,age that speaks to them, l think the

last almost effort at that was Bobby Kennedy in California. The last

thing that happened. I would regard the Johnson period as kind of the

last hurrah of that whole full era. And if you go back and you have a

whole religious base to it, with the church, the society, always caught

ud in the assumption that government could, almost around each corner,

provide more a,nd more for people. That's part of why we went to govern-

a picking up of that whole assumption.

So yes and no. llaybe not even no—

De Vries: Let me extend it. McKissick argued, or discussed with us the

proposition that once you achieve some of the social, political roles,

bhe inflexity of the increases and becomes more and more

eq ual . He

evidently saw that what ought to happen now is working toward economic

Instead of

goals. Stay looking at the social power structure, the political power

structure, think about it in economic terms. If you didn't do that

what you tended to do was look back to the past and how great it was

back in the '60s when we accomplished some of those simple goals. How

do you feel about that proposition?

Bowie: That hypothesis is valid for the person who has a program to

stand on whether it's Floyd in terms of economics, somebody else in terms

of continuing the struggle on education, or somebody on housing, is

that when the issues become so complex and there is no consensus about

how you $J> M . Each group must take that one area of complexity and

work on it. It's a mistake to assume that you can say "This is the

answer and all those other things are not." It's just that we can't



weave them together in a whole any longer, or as easily.

De Vries: Yeah, but beyond this his basic criticism was that those

looking back, as you said earlier, trying to relive—

Bowie: I'm saying he's wrong when he assumes that unless you work

with economic issues you necessarily look back. [[Confused discussion

between interviewers and interviewee about who meant what.] You have

to pick something and focus on it. In that sense I'm agreeing.

Bass: Didn't King also say that the final result of the civil rights

movement was to be economic development because you can't really be

free unless you have economic selfsufficiency and well-being.

Bowie: But you can' ■

[_A Leo Unaley now enters the discussion.]

Ifhaley: I think. . . now because many folk refuse to go to these cam

paigns, Howley [howling?] and what not, because those who fought for

them were the ones who could least afford to go to—those folk who

march, those folk who wer . After these freedoms were grant

ed, then they couldn't go. But the other folk who could afford to go

were already going. If not here in Mississippi, going elsewhere. So

when freedom came, maybe we say "I'm free at last." We say it too soon.

Because we're still not free, by gosh. I think, moreover, that reli

gion was coincidentally attached to the movement because the church was

the only pl3.ce we could go to. We couldn't go to the court house and

we couldn't go to the public building and meet so we had to go to the

church. So religion was remotely associated with the movement. I

think moreover, by gosh, that just about any freedom, just about any

movement unless there's economic , unless there're mor

jobs. Being free and not having financial push is not worth a yeir

in hell.

e Vries: Let me ask you about the church and the movement, because



_'ve heard that you could argue that if indeed the church hadn't "been

dragged into it, it would have continued its opposition to the move

ment. It had been opposed to it more or less for a long, long time.

Whaley: The church wasn't ready. Even when the church was used, the

church didn't get into it.

De Vries : That's what I meant.

Whaley: The church didn't get into it. We might have used the church

buildings, but very few of the church—

Bowie: Fundamental error [rfrea/?^ there. Because you're equating the

church with the institutional leadership as opposed to the people.

De Vries: I'm talking about the leadership.

Bowie: Yeah, but see I don't use the church to mean the institutional

leadership when I talked about its involvement. [Bowie and Whaley both

talk simultaneously. Unintelligible.] No, no. ^Vs an error every

body makes. I'm glad you did it. Partly because I have very strong

feelings on this. Yes, the institutional leadership at the local area

by and large was not ready because they represent the people who had

just that little bit more, who were less likely to get in, as Leo point

ed out, than the folks who were most oppressed, most whipped [he says

whupped], most messed with. But unless you have communicated to the

church, i.e. those people who were the base of the church out there,

you never would have reached the base of the people in Mississippi.

And those areas i: ;h they fundamentally failed to understand the

importance of te,lking to them through the church and their religious

contacts had far less success in sustaining a movement that was ongo:

How, in other areas of the country that might have been different, but

when you get into rural parts of Mississippi and you reach people honest

ly through, you know, the communication, the symbols, the models of the

church, you have a much stronger /\juv--*~«—— for doing that.



: Well, have the freedoms really been achieved or was it

symbolic?

Bowie: Have the freedoms been achieved?

De Vries: Yeah, his point is that, you know, you may have integrated

some of the restaurants and busses and so on for a few, but raally maybe

the freedoms haven't been achieved for everybody.

llhaley: . They are there, but

many of our folk will not take advantage of them, will not make them

selves up—

De Vries: Because of economic reasons?

Whaley: Economic reasons » t Here again, here you hav

group of folk who have never been to the Holiday Inn. The

place they've been was the Dew Drop Inn. They're not going to the Holiday

Inn, by gosh. They're not going to the Eanada Inn.

,, ^cause they're afraid or because they don't have the money?

llhaley: One is fear and another is money—they have money, but it's

just a new bit for them.

Bass: Fear of the unknown.

Whaleys [[Something about being comfortable at the Dew Drop Inn.3

Bowie: For some ?■ it's still money. But the

"ort factor of being. . . . Some of them thought that wasn't very

essential.

Whaley: When they have the money they go to the Dew Drop Inn, spend

all day. Go to the few hours, by gosh, and

spend

[interruption in tape.]

[Discussion, short, which seems to relate to people involved—blacks?

teachers?—in the program]

Bowie: Host of them were afraid of their job or of the risk. Leo got
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involved. Spencer Dash. Mrs Taylor

you know, by and large it.

But that was,

Bowie: I've got to pick up on something. Yes, economics is absolutely

important and there'll be no complete freedom until we address it, you

know, the economic issues or politics. But to assume, in each instance,

that the economics will precede some other device is faulty. In many

areas politics must proceed economic development as the device, the

organizing device for black people if they're it. .be

cause it's an easier one to get a handle on, it's where you have natural

strengths. And it then becomes a, base for economic development efforts.

De Vries: Yeah, I think McKissick was arguing that you use political

power to achieve economic ends.

Bowie: Okay.

De Vries: That is now the Urust of the whole thing. If you don't see

that, essentially it's out of your control,

Bowie: Okay.

De Vries: Can we ask you about some of the conventional wisdom that

we're getting about politics in Mississippi?

Bowie: You can ask me if I can answer it.

De Vries: We've asked most of the people we've talked to, thinking

back ten years ago, could they have at that time foreseen the change

that would occur for the massive integration of the schools? Host of

them argue, or say, that they could not have. Say .t was 20 or

30 years away. Then we ask, why did it change? Why did it come about

without really a lot of incidents or violence? In the context that this

was the state where most of it was to happen., /^M^ /% {/siAaM Cp ^hel'

in a handcart, go up in flames. But it didn't hapnen.

Bowie: You got different :he cost, okay. I think the



cost. . . . Mrs Haymer's not on your list. Mrs Hayraer has given so

much. I was there Tuesday and she seemed tired, worn out. And what

she gave basically was her whole life in that period. You can walk

around Mississippi and you can find people, folks who gave at a given

time, point in history, who didn'txrEbenefit out of it directly, who

were just there. You know, they just live in the past because that's

the only thing they have to hold on to. They weren't physically dead,

but it took so much out of them that they'll never be alive again in

the same way that I once knew them to be alive. You know, there wasn't

the killing. There wasn't that tremendous violence that could have

been. But the violence that was there and still is*^ —-

strong. You talk about—let's take schools. We've massively inte

grated the school system in Mississippi. But, we have given to the

people who resisted segregation with all their might, the responsibility

for administering an integrated school system and they are resegregating

them in a way that is violently oppressive. And perhaps more oppressive

and more destructive of black children than the other system. We've

got to deal with that fundamentally because we're by no way free. See,

it's one thing to have a dual school system separated in different

buildings. You at least have a peer grouping and image thing that

continues people thinking something good about themselves. When you

have a dual school system within the same building, in which most of

the kids are put into classes by testing devices which, one, themselves

fundamentally faulty and not culture free and two, and the thing

.ny of us. . . administered biasly. And you have a situation

where a predominant number of black kids are tracked or ability grouped

into classes and essentially say to them day in and day out that I'm the

dumb child. And that white folks are essentially smarter. And you have

a few blacks who escape into that system. You are destroying them a-o



rate that is worse. . . . Not that we want that again, but we've got

to attack that resegregation from within. We have not accomplished

massive integration in the truest sense, \Ie still have a great deal

to do on that front.

Bass: Is homogeneous classification used in all the schools in Missi

ssippi that are integrated

wie: By homogeneous classification—

Bass: Grouped by perceived level of ability. A students, B students,

G students.

Jowie: I don't know the answer to that. I know that ability grouping

is used in many schools.

Bass: What do you mean by ability grouping?

Bowie: What you're referring to as homogeneous.

Bass: That's one technique. Is there something else that you

Jowie: Leo could speak to that better than I could.

Bass: Have there been any statistics on displacement of black teachers

and principals?

Bowie: Oh yes,

IThaley: There's no statistics but it's obvious. By gosh the percent

age of Negro teachers has decreased. At one time you could look around—

Bass: Even with the combination of the two school systems?

I'/haley: Each year, by gosh, the number of Negro teachers is decreasing.

Yearly, And a; race is concerned, let me say this

. We are there, but you still have some students—I'm talking

about both groups, black and—if there're some white students, as far

as we're concerned, flw-*'- *n&i. -/o-"£*-"<?£•- come

there, he'd not be worth a damn. There are some white students, as far

as they're concerned, I don't care what kind of teacher you are a

Negro student teacher you can't tell them anything. Now there are some
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Negro students who have a hostile feeling toward whites. And they re

fuse to hear from a white teacher. They're going lack, you see, You

just have to, by gosh.

De Vries: Do you think that situation is getting worse since 19?0?

Whaley: It's changing a dix. a few years.

De Vries: Did they have homogeneous classification before 1970 in the

white system?

Whaley: No, no, we just started it a few years ago. Might have started

it in '70.

Bowie: I think what you're referring to as homogeneous groupings, by

ability is more a product of integration than of educational—

Whaley: . . . when you come to the ability grouping usually, once the

Negro students are in. . . . You have three levels: advanced, regular

and basic. Basic is the lowest group. Most of the Negro students,

they're in your basic group.

De Vries: Because of the tests they take?

Whaley: Tests they take, yes. Then recommendations on the part of

teachers. Performance. That's it, by gosh.

Bowie: Well, yes and no. Because the test is one part of it and we'll

question whether the test is valid. And also like when lawyer Dye';

son. . . . Legislator in this county. His son was ranked in a lower

ability group. All it took was one phone call and he was put into

another class.

Whaley: I would think such things happen. I wouldn't know, but I

wouldn't be surprized at all.

Bass: I don't know if you know about that, but I do know—

Whaley: I've had some students from families who were in my class, good

families, who were assigned to me—I teach English, 11th and 12th grade

English—they were assigned to me but eventually they got out of my class.
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I teach things that the

know, shit.

Ld not like. . . . You

Bass: What you're saying is the particular system is put into an un

easy coalition in one system but you've still got discrimination occur

ring between the two groups.

Whaley: Yes, right.

Bowie: There are statistics on the displacement of black principals.

And there are what? Can't be more than 25~30 left in the state.

Whaley:

Bowie: But you can get those figures. The Negro principal in the state

of Mississippi is a J^T/M •

Bass: A what?

TJhaley: A floppy. 1 wouldn't have his job and you wouldn't either.

Bowie: And he's a rarity right now.

Whaley: Quite so. an assistant principal. Because

they have building principals. You have the principal of academics and

you have the building principal. The janitor. He's the head janitor,

that's what he is.

Bass: Now the popular perception of white Kississippians and certainly

those in politics is that this is the most integrated state in the

country and we've done it so smooth and we're so proud of ourselves.

Whaley: [mutters shit?]]

Bass: In addition to that, race relations in Mississippi are about the

best in the country. I'd like to get your reaction to that.

Bowie: Obviously it wouldn't 4>J- smooth.

That's the noint I made earlier. Grade selections at this point follow

are reasonably quiet, I think the hostility and bitter

ness is at a presumed low level right now. But that's only because
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folks have gone from one thing to another. And it's an apparent and

surface victory. They have not started the next phase of the struggle.

And that's equality within the integrated system. Now we've made

progress. I mean, nobody can deny that. But the progress so far

tends to be more surface progress than really deep underlying equality

in terms of sharing power, sharing economic means, sharing influence.

don't push,

Whaley: I think so.long as the Negroes remain quiet/race relations

will remain good. But the moment they start pushing and asserting

themselves then you'll have tension.

De Vries: If the Voting Rights Act were not extended, if the anti-

bussing amendment in the House of Representatives goes through, what

would that do to race relations in Mississippi, specifically the

schools?

Bowie: Nobody can answer that.

De Vries: What do you think about it?

Bowie: I think the failure to pass, continue the Voting Rights Act for

another five years would be one of the greatest blows to black political

development in the South that we could imagine.

De Vries: go back, or what?

Bowie: I think there would be efforts made to chop away at the gains

that have been made and that they would reinstitute devices that would

curtail black political development. I don't think it would go back to

what it was.

De Vries: But you do see a retrogression?

Bowie: I would see a retrogression.

De Vries: Severe one?

Bowie: That calls for a judgment as to how strong we are and I don't

know that.
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i)e Vries: What about on the bussing thing. If this thing were open

again. Just open it all up again—

Whaley:—go back toward segregation.

: So you can have no bussing and no districts that are under

bussing orders can appeal them. I think that's the plan in the House.

Bowie: It wouldn't. . . . See, it's not a matter of going back to

what it was before. Okay?

De Vries: I said going back.

Bowie: Okay, but it would give license, it would be a signal that they

don't have to do anything else. They have to really integrate the

systems and share educational opportunities. And that we would harden

resegregation process that was going on within the school

system. But I don't think there would be a tremendous growth of pre

dominantly black schools again or anything like that. But it would set

e Vries: Sort of freeze in the status quo.

Bowie: I think it would freeze. There would be a sort of—

: Does this suggest to you that there hasn't been any basic

changes in social attitudes of the people of the state and/or its

leadership?

Bowie! No, it suggests to me that social attitudes are as they have been.

When there was no power that blacks could wield either through their

numbers in voting or through the protection of law, what have you,

whites misused them quite significantly in the South. But if—

rBnd of side of tape.]

But attitudiimally there has been, or even needed to be, fundamental

change. People who are in power. . . . would recognize

power far more than they do good feelings and nice guys and doing it

for the right reason.
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i Vries: Yeah, but they also deal with perceptions of reality.

Bowie: That's right. That's what I'm saying.

De Vries: But the perceptions, the attitudes out there have chaaged a

little bit, or shifted. They're going to shift.

Bowie: That's not the problem. That's precisely what I'm saying.

Okay? Is precisely. Okay. They'll deal with those realities.

De Vries: That says there hasn't been any shift in basic social attitudes

but just a shift in perceptions among the political leadership. If

there had not been some of the things that are happening in the legi

slature wouldn't be happening now.

Bowie: Right.

De Vries. Like this civil protection thing that just passed.

Bowie: lias that primarily for the benefit of blacks?

De Vries: No.

Bass: Robert Clark thinks that it was very much of an underlying aware

ness that blades would benefit and that this was generally perceived

by the legislature—many of whom have constituencies that are at least

sart black and a substantial black and it was also something

that would not offend white, a typical white would not perceive it that

way—but it was very much of a conscious perception in the legislature.

Bowie: I'ra glad to hear that. Okay. Again, there would be a response

to the reality of their voting power. If you diminish that reality,

their reaction to the needs of black constituents would diminish.

Bass: So if you did not renew the voting rights act you would certainly

stand the risk—

Bowie: Stand the risk. I'm not prepared to say that we'd go all the

way back. I think it's fundamentally, absolutely important for it to

be re-enacted. Because I don't think we can afford to risk. . . . But

I doubt, I seriously doubt that blacks are prepared, under any set of
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circumstances to go bade to wnat once was. Ana xhat any attempt to do it

would "be catastrophic.

Bass: But when you stop going forward then you're going 'backward,

aren't you, in terras of political development?

Bowie: Yes, and this is why I'm still uneasy. . . . '_

earlier. I'm uneasy about the problem of only having achieved the

appearance of integration, the appearance of equality, without going

down deeper. Because I think that we may have created the old North.

Whether we keep these laws in existance or have /}MuJ (f^\ lessens that,

okay? One of the problems in the North with the appearance of equality,

without really structural change that involved blacks far more in the

sharing of power and sharing of opportunity, their frustration level

rose that led to the riots of the '60s. And without a continuing move

ment to involve blacks in the South, particularly Mississippi and in

the indigenous society, you risk that even now, with what you have.

Bass: ¥hat does the term southern strategy mean to you?

A,he administration, presuming that the

southerners to whom they have to relate and with whom they're seekin,

to serve are white southerners. And it means to read out, to a great

degree, the benefits and gains made by black southerners. That he's

played to the most conservative element of the white South. That he's

sought to appease to a great degree the forces that would at least main

tain things where they are if not move towards a retrogression.

Whaley: The term conservative has come to mean a segregationist. You

said a different meaning—

Bowie: segregationist. I can subscribe to that

Bowie: To me it means N'

I think because a lot of segregationists are conservatives. But I dislike

the word liberal. I hate to leave. . . .

Bass: But when the Republicans speak of having a conservative party,
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■rhat does that mean to you? Is there a racial connotation there?

. conserve

who are conservatives, okay? I think there are conservatives who ar<

racists. One does not necessarily mean the s;

I think it's used that way and pe

ceived that way, okay, by many people,

Whaley: I think historically it meant hold on to the status quo. Re

cently it has taken a different connotation.

Bowie: When it's used by the guy Clarke Reed, in many ways it's a code

word; when it': word,

too—racism. I don't irily use the word that way. I think the

Republican party has taken, is getting much of its growth, from the

forces of racism in the South.

Je vnes: ticians we've intel

racial problem as behind them. You ask them. They said "That's behind

us. We're over that. Now that we've gotten over that hang-up, now we

can do many things that need to be done for the state social

economically.'

Bowie: Proponents of the New South essentially are saying the

thing.

De Vries: Okay, but see, thos.

with relief that they tell you about it, that somehow it's—you're

saying that it's not really put behind you.

Bowie: Yeah.

De Vries: That's ray question to you. If that's the way they perceive it,

what does it mean?

Bowie: It means—

De Vries: The schools have been integrated, so that's done with, okay?
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aeans that they think that they don't have to deal any

;ism. And I think for many of then—

That's so hard! I think for many southerners, they don't understand

the ways in which they're racist. And they think they dealt with the

the Is >nts and that. ... I think some of

And in a sense mean that. I almost hate to say this , "but

it's the troth. Because they don't understand the degree to which

their kind of raci;.

that which they have that is not shared equally by blacks is not a

matter of who they are as whites and the condition of racism historically

ind their continued racist attitud

thing, the dual systems. And for some of them, when they say it's be

hind us, I think they actually mean that. Many others know a hell—

most of the leadership knows that's not so, but that's politically

the right and proper thing to say. If you want to find out whether

the blades are satisfied with where they are, the answer's simply Hell

:e many wno are pj-Ho, they're not. Tht_

that's been made and who say "Hey, we've come a long way." [Something

about see how far we've come.] But coming be

farther we have to go. And they see that-

behind that is how much

thing.

black feeling at all that the racial problemBass: Is there any bXacK xeexxng ax axx T,naT, -one xa^J-di. ^u"^-^ "=

behind us. Or is it a pretty much univ

"0,n.3/t> o • • • ■

Bowie: I think pretty much universal that we're still dealing with a

racist society and a racist system. I just. . . . There are some who

probably feel that way, but there are so few it's not worth mentioning.
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You know, I hate absolutely absolute statements. My thing is, I

couldn't conceive how a black could feel it's

light be somebody who does. I couldn't conceive of it and the blacks

know don't think it.

Because politics—the way to win in this state is no longer

;o do it using the racial issue to win. Becam it is a. sense I

removed from the public forum. It opens the opportunity for blacks to

get more education, more economic opportunities and so on. I think

that's what some of them are saying.

3owie: And 1 think some of them mean that, okay.

rUnclear.]

Bass: Was it in the last governor's race?

)e Vries: onenly discussc^ are many >iw_

;o get at it subtly, of course. But the question is whether or noi

to win in Mississippi.

Bowie: It is.

Bass: In the last governor's race, in the run off, did you perceive

race as an issue between Waller and Sullivan?

Bowie: In the run off? Oh yes. Very clearly.

: All right. Howl

Bowie: It had to do. ... I'm trying

It was very clear that Waller, in his feeling on the private school

thing, made an appeal to the white racist voter. He was far stronger,

more supportive, one. Two, if my recollection serves me correctly,

a bis deal was made over the Sullivan and some of his poli

tical ads had blacks in them. Waller did not. You know, there're

things like that that were just talked about at the time.

_!ass: Talked about among blacks.

ie: And among whites. Okay? It was pretty clear that Waller made
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a pixcn to

made ii ■ras not. Sullivan appeared to seek the

black vote out a bit more than Waller did. No, no, I think it tit

ue. And I think that Sullivan was identified as wanting and trying

to get more of the black vote. But it wasn't the only issue.

Bass: But there was a perceived, recognizable difference between '71

and '67. Between John ^ell Williams—

Bowie: Oh yeah, it was far more subtle. Okay'

Bass: So as an open issue it becomes more and more submerged and

sublimated but you still say there are going to be clues and so on.

Bowie: Oh yes. And when you get down to the local level it sometimes

isn't all that subtle.

Bass: Well as the race becomes more and more visible li

have to be . .. .,

Bowie: Right.

Bass: On a different political level, so to speak, do you think that

thp 1 nvp 1 i k+..<=; anrl going to get together before '76?

Bowie: It is ny hope that they will get together.

Bass: You think they will?

Bowie: But right now nobody's going to be able to answer that question

until we see who's going to be elected governor. Much will hinge on

that. I think there's a possibility that they can get together. He

personally

issue of local power, not simple the state executive committee. I

tend to think my feeling is represented by the majority of the loyally

executive committee. And that w: enougn as zo wnetner

or not the governor-elect or in office, whichever, is prepared to

swing the weight that he could swing to deal with sharing power at the

local level.



Which is the next question.

Bowie: sides gam if they get togethc

3e Vries: Who's willing to go through the battle to do it?

;: How do they gam:

Bowie: How do they gain. If. . . . Well, the situation as it stand.'

right now is that the regular so-called control the political machine

\n the state at the local level. Control it pretty strong except

for perhaps Greenville, Jefferson county, Homes county, three or foi

other counties where we do in fact have political control of that

machinery. That's important to action because it affects the

election. Poll watchers. What have you. They would he.ve a, much

fairer election if it were not controlled by then. The reality is

that the loyalist contro" ihip to national politics. That

national recognition is something that the regulars want and feel that

they need. Otherwise they wouldn't constantly be fighting the legal

uciobxes. They would say the hell with it. That shariri^ in lores

trol is something the loyalists/need if it's to continue to affect any

kind of fair political representation within Mississippi in which "blacks

md whites are involved governmentally similar according to their num

bers. 3o that both have a need. If it can be put together to meet

the needs of both, so that sharing is done across the line, in a general

_j both political segments would gain. Now, when you get down to a

particular local area there would be losses and gains that are different.

To the rank and file party leadership in most counties in Mississippi

w r,w^j.d mean that by and large whites would have to give up something

aren't sure

they're going to share with whites, either. A few places. Okay? Just
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to share where they already have

:,ng depends on where you are. But by and

:ain if they shared that. You would have a

strong political party that is far more representative of the people

nestly represents, you know, the

people at this point.

Bass: If you pe of coalition politics, do you

think the present regulars would stay within th<

would nany jump across to "become Republicans and reorganize—

Bowie: A number of them would jump across, but I think you'd have—then

you'd end up with two pretty strong parties that were fairly equal. And

it might be very good for the political system in Mississippi.

Bass: Do you think reapportionment in the next election is grain*

result in more

Bowie: re win the suit. Because the only single member legis

it's not severely gerrmandered. . . . Reapportionment

.y the

number of blacks through gerrymander. They do it for their own political

survival. In places wh even a factor they would do it

that's one thai

;h the courts.

ences between txie regulars an

Bowie: Well, I don't know what it would be next time. One thing is very

certain, llhen Eastland's seniority was attacked and threatened prior

ne 'fz convent :e far more open to resolving; the—

they kept the discussion alive at a very honest level. But once Eastland1:

seniority was clearly established and he would not lose it without the
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coalition of th< sir negotiation went from good faith to

up until that. How, that doesn't answer your question. I ca.n only

tell you like what it was in the past. I don't know if we'll mount

the effort, can mount the effort, to attack at this time. I doubt that

we can.

Bass: 3o the question next tine then "becomes a question of who con

trols patronage if you have a Democratic president.

Bowie: Ilho controls patronage is one, and two, the degree to which the

governor seriously wants to bring about a whole Democratic party in the

state of Ilississippi.

Bass: So if the governor falls to do that, you could end up with it

being 3. case with it being a question of the president of the United

wej__L be.

Bass: .f yoii had a Democratic—Let me

you had a Democratic president elected in 19?6 and this

a. And he m enecx tola

Bowxe: Patron,

1.; uuxest) uiia.ti OiU-iJii ('coa iBbuivcii to hl£ :cion. Do you

think that there'd be resolution?

nk that there might well be.

settle under those conditions

Bowie: That would be a problem. Right now the loyalists can act. . . .

iially the ii

leadership at this point is such that their integrity would overcome any
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desire to maintain, you know, their power positions. It would "be hard

cive ud s Ltion, Aaron

ami has to give up something. Pat Derrian probably loses her position.

whites within it, to some real degree, lose something nationally.

11 rl ua n+

coalition for the good of the whole

;hare in the patronage, I'd like to feel that that would still be

x wou±d """"icult decision for them to i

under those conditions.

make. id., decent people in the

leadership of the party, mo i nope tor tne dl_

Bass! But if the conflict is not resolved and you have a Democrat

elected president and Senator Eastl?"^ the patronage,

rould you consider that to be a sell-out

Bowie: Well, first of all, yeah. Ho question about that,

lore ana s.

.tie bit there. Carrot stick waving toward resolving it. I think

there's real push to resolve it from the leadership of the national

Democratic party rignt now. But the greatest mistake to be made by

™-n ch is to under.

stimate the politico. a man like Aaron Henry and Pat and

Hoddins and some of the othc_

essentially, it seemed like he was saying "I'm nothing but

ihoucht it was really a good

;egy. me prooiem is tnai:

he thought ho could t<

governor would do that.

De Vrie
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do you see any concerted effort to run blacks as a third party or in

dependent candidates fron the two political parties?

Bowie: For '75?

!oss: Yeah.

■fie: No. Unfortunately never think of political strategy tha-

ahead.

De Vries: In 1975 do you think that's apt to happen?

Bowie: No—

De Vries: What I'm saying is do you view the arena as essentially the

Democratic party to get blacks elected or do you view it—

Bowie: We might run as independents. But that will depend too much

on the conditions at the tine to forecast it. I would tend to think we'll

run primarily as independents unless the issue's been resolved.

Bass: llhat issue?

Bowie: The issue of pulling the tarty together. But I don't think it

will be resolved and I think we'll run primarily as independents,

.ihaley: Go back to what we mentioned a few minutes ago, in that th

South has been historically Democratic. Ilore recently, by gosh, they've

turned Republican. Again, because of race. And that's why I'm :

conservatism now means racism.

De Vries: Well you know this book that we think we're trying to re

write or replace by V. 0. Key. His essential hypothesis was that if you

the politics of race in the South, you understood south

politics. Now that's 25 years ago. Is that hypothesis still—

Whaley: By gosh, 25 years ago you couldn't naae a white Republican in

the SOuth. You couldn't find one.

Bass: But is race still the central issue in Southern politics?

Uhaley: It is, it is.

Bass: You think it is.



Whaley: It's tied uj , . . . It's interrelated with Republicanism and

your democratic party.

Bowie: it stion is, you don't with it the same way,

Whaley: It's there.

De Vries: Is that still the key to understanding all southern politics?

3owie: It's the key right now to understanding politics at this parti

cular stage of development.

Uhaley: Y.

Bowie: Now the word all. ... It's the key to understanding southern

■nolitics.

It is, it is, by gosh.

Bowie: There are other forces that interplay with it. Other things

that are beginning to happen. But they are not yet of significance in

;rms 01. . . . s or wC

Bass: T/Jhat has changed is the black role in politics is what has changed.

De Vries: Hot the was one of how to suppress

>Trs. Now the key is with them in a political con

test in which they have some power. Is that right? Is that a fair

statement of it?

That's a lair statement. irge. In some places, keeping

them suppressed. -.rent form or way of keeping them suppress

ed. In some places they don't feel that the black strength is signifi

cant enough to deal with and you have to recognise some places that it's

not terribly important. But by and

of outside pressures. Primarily that of th

federal government, tfhich to some of them was a result of internal pressures



from within the South. From blacks. But it was imposec

sures that resulted in blacks being guaranteed the

es. If that federal pressure

is removed, then what? The first Reconstruction,

tion era ended with the removal of a federal presence. It did not

result in the overnight disappearance of black political participation.

Ten years later I think you still had something like 1^1- blacks in the

; "slature.

Bowie: Let me restate what you said.

Bass: Please do.

bring about change, political change in the South in terms of the in

fluence and significance of the black population, which came about,

which

South and colleagues that were not black, was unquestionably that which

permitted the change to come about. And should that power or, you

know, mechc

the political power and context within which blades live. And the

arounci. ... 1 guess I'm agreeing with what

a funds.mental mistake to read out the ir

portance of the 1TAAGP people in Mississippi in the '50s and the '40s

and colleagues in the North who responded to that as a reason for the

federal government's intervention. It's a tremendous mistake to read

;s that moved the federal government to intervene,

It was not some noblesse oblige on the part of the federal government

,t in the ' 60s th< ~".n Mississippi and in other

parts of the South. Your statement tends to assume that some mystica

noblese oblige on the part of the government happened and they reached ou-

and did something.
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Bowie : I know, but ? ■

Bass: Right.

vention-.—

Tlhaley: At one time both the state government and the federal govern

ment, by gosh, arms of oppression in our . We had no relief,

Not until the overnment came in did we get some relief.

r, we got a hand here." Now, for the South to criticize

Bowie being from New Jersey and therefore not "our side"]

)na; for Bowie to come here and help hi;

to helD his fellow Heroes than it was for France to come

righting the British for her independence,

You have the same parallel, by gosh.

Bass: 'Thy do you desnise the term black'

IJhaley: It's a term that lo in referring to

jects, llegro subjects. 1 can't stand it. -'or years they used the

term black and we said "Don't call me black." And all of a sudden

they want to be called black. I refer to Hegroes. That's my term.

Historically, that's my term.

)Z wna'D tni ? I mean New

Jersey is about as Yankee as you can get. [[Something happens here that

transcrxber cann't figure out. "Trom W jinia, which is

border state. I came here, I had my ideas s-bout ra<

rightened as Bowie was. Scared as hell. But I came here.



Bowie: 1/3o. . . when they sex up ^ne net

agenc;cv in this oounty, was chairman

j.m. Leo and I disagree still quite frequently. Not over major

. . . This is parenthetical to what you're're talking

about.

ly well organized. We can pull together whenever we want to. But

. , , , . oih is that we have attempted to keep within the

. The right to disagree on strategies and

a&e of the Hill. Unlike the Delta,

•,here is no one guy who can run a county. Charles is an exception.

He has sone prob. :eption. There is leadership in the

Hill as opposed to a leader. And we've got to struggle for—

De Vries: You mean there's a difference between the blacks in the

Bowie: Oh I believe it. I believe it very strongly.

De VrieL.

hills and the delta whites 20 yearo a^v.

ice between the

that to some degree and it parallels the

plantation system and its effect and the dominance of the planter.

i, even now. There is far more the yeoman

thing in the hills. In a sense the hills itself is

more democratized part of Mississippi than the delta.

De Vries: That's interim

produced the kind of system politically in the delta where one nan ca:

control.

'Jhaley: They're docile, docile.

.^s: Because of a tradition—

Bowies You don't have a tradition of ownership in the delta. For



example, for example, you know. . . well, I had to come in to Pike county

and tell people what to do, tell them "This is where we are." Folks

would just laugh. Okay. I mean you've got a whole tradition of land

ownership. People with snail farms who have struggled against

You tall; to people out in the rural parts, They'll

>obcats.

y struggled.

They had a sense of their own, you know, of their own, that they have.

If you look to see where your black institutions are, you'll find that

Valley organized? Your colleges are in the hills. They weren't in the

delta. All right? You have two exceptions to that. One at the time

Bayou. And that unfortunately was the c

accented that constitution in re1 it Bayou's [_?J continued;or nount J3ayouTs

political involvement. And y

other exception are those few little communities where the Resettlement

Act was played out in Mississippi. Around Hileston and Homes county

60 acre tracts of land. You take those exceptions out of the delta and

you don't get that similar kind of thing. All right. look again where

there is political strength in the delta. It developed around those

areas where they are far more like :.s it that all the

money—this is a question I'm asking myself, I don't know the answer,

I know part of it, i have a feeli^ 1 it that we've won

no polix-icai victories m bunllower county

Sunflower county than any county in the delta.



;k 01 institutional strengtn oasea on ioca.

ownersnin-

An infrastructure thins, okay? A history of Dolliver county.

our strength is, in Dolliver county. Okay' iron around

Kahoma hut

: Why did Eastland run stronger in Wilkeson county than his state

wide average, and yet in every other county in which HcGovern got more

m kO% of the

don't know. I just don't know. I raissed that. I actually

missed that.

3ass: A curious part—

Uhaley: I think what both the Negro and tn< must do in

the bouth and m the nation is to forget what happened years ago. If

we're to forge ahead lie're not going back,

by gosh. I think another essential difference is Bastland attracted

good men |_?J. West Virgin!. free enough

not to feel hurt. That might have been bad.

De Vries : That's interesting.

Whaley: Bowie, Bowie was free

he was going to make it. Whereas in the South the Negro had no smack

of freedom. Now, I think the most dangerous folk are those in the

North and in the South. In were free and they

found out they were being hoodwinked. Got mad as hell. In the 3Outh,

when they found out that they could fight, they became angry. Now,

in the middle, in that border state, we played with both sides, by gosh.

you will. That's whj

we were not so knew it was there.

Bowie: That term is wh change historically

aoved the South—thi
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xn zhe sane way.

IJhaley: And I'm fearful that we'll feel the hurt. I know.

Yeah, we'll have to in the next thrust* Okay?

Bass: Now wr thrust?

Whaley: The next thrust is the people fighting. It's not over. And

they sa,y again and again "Free at last, free at last."

But they say it too damn soon.

Bowie: Well, in some places it goes on. Like in Green county, in

Bolton, in other places, trying to keep the struggle alive here. But

the ink W3.ll never be good. In

like Sunflower and , where I think they are essentially

sssed, where I think they'-

;. Either. . . . There are a number of variables that can happen,

okay? Either folks will wake ur> with the same ki_

ihe North, and tha+ vitriolic,

bitter, frustrated thing that either is channeled into constructive

action or d_lows ou- . . . Or somebody will cone on in

id help 03

stitutiona 1 change there. It depends on whether the. . . . The

crucial thing to whether or not w<

1onalization of the

change process in tact. That to me is crucial to success. There is no

Vries: You're looking at 20 or 25 years. Looking at a generation to

see whether the change is—

change. Sure you win victories.

)e vries: llow where you that structure, infrastructure in tact, were
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(553)

na wnetnei tix

"Derpetuated and built on.

De Vries : But that", Don't you n

for example, students who started the integrated school system go all

the way w oelore you can—

'ttle different. I'm talkir

[All four talking at once. _oser to triL

societal life thing. That's happened 3.11 over. Okay? Do you continue

struggling or do you sto

you solidify that basic change

what happens if the '65 and '70 amendments are continued or not. It

depends on what was left in the! nuiiity. In some communities tney

wiped out any structural leadership. I think one of the rrravest mistakes

we made in Mississippi is that we can in and we did not

ization

i nR+.i +.i Jxisted. And instead of building on them,

in many cases, we moved to erect ones that were not needed

. Anc1 in some cases left them with little.

De Vries: You sa: original premise

•rhat is right will then do what is right.

Jowies But that it obviously did work to ssme degree. The <^

what the degree. Okay? It was naive that that would produce total and

instantarily 100;t change.

Whaley: I think what changes we have now are external.

•T change. Only internal change or make of our society what it should

':he effect of what we're doing with, say Delta Foundation,

'hich is a part of. . .to build. . . . And here I'm not talking about



whether or not to chancre the law

whether we built into that thi e can take advantage.

For example. . . . Let me give you an example. Given the 3E0 suit.

Whether it' s with son-

have you. You win the right for blacks to be employed equally within

T ■inr-.+.itutition. 3ecause they end up doing it that way.

All right. So five or six are immediately employed. There's a slight

;oes on.

parallel to that. IThat you get is a. limited opening, you know, struggle

11 m. It's more open. But without -oaralleling that

a,n outreach system to get blacks, to be certain

that they're trained, to find out how to take the test, that process

moves much slower. Okay? You talk about having the right to vote.

You talk about having economic development. Then you have to develop

the institu—opportunity—then you have to develop the institutions

that. And part of what I heai" you talking about in terms of

s developing the institutional ba.se to d.eal with

;an, x,na

Bowie: See, part of the mistake of the '60s is we ca.me in.

De Vries: Yeah, what he says is the hardest work. That is the hardest

Bowie: That is the hardest work. And that's time and day and day and

.t and you maft ana you make it be sometnj

possibility of change.

De Vries: It's not going to produce many heros, though.

Bowie: Okay. There are only certain times when charismatic leadership—



rapid change and social upheaval, does not institutionalize a process,

okay? I think Toynbee, somewhere in his writing, makes a point about

the difference between states that were built around charismatic leader-

shit) essentially and the civilisations th

built around other forms. And that the lasting, you know,

that kind of nation state. And they're weak. I think he's

correct. That

unnecessary and wasteful. Because there is a certain point in time

that they a:

simplify it, move it out beyond, you know, the complexity to something

that all of us can converge around and get a handle on. And what you

do with that afterwards is far more of an institutionalizing process.

And that there are times in history that are complementary to one

another. See what I'm saying?

Tie Vries: Yeah, I understand. I'm just saying that probably 95?J of

Bass: I understand that in Kissi^

black political organization. Is that true?

Bowie: If you mean by that a really well organized, well run, accepted

by everybody, there is no state wide black organization that, you know,

meets those standards• But it's not true to say there is none. The

1TAACP is certainly, clearly a state ~t

rather considerable strength. The loyalist party is

ization that has some strength and people like have some identity with

it. Otherwise you could not have 82—well, we didn't have 82. But when

it became necessary in '72 we had meetings in something like 75 counties

You know. By a. lot of people who identified themselves as a part of



-.sally good,

solid, strong, no; sone, yes.

nhaleys The teachers are another one?

Bowie: No, they're not r^c .■oete at

local level but not—

Dolitical leadership in

on a, state wxc.e ex?

ns tbxough a number of structures. Happens

certainly through the loyalist structure to sone degree. But hie.-.

people say that's not sufficient and they'll meet in other kind of

Bass: How do you assess the Evers candidacy for governor? He he

versions. One is that it did e, gra~, . , . . . . .

blacks, to boost black registr

s. The other is that it ti

I ort.

Bowie: Okay. Onn. the firqf, -np.r-h is +.Tiie. T+. flifl in fpnt. h«1n en

enthusiasm, movement, etc., around it and voter registration. The

problem is not the !Rfin+.iallv

not. Becau vers received, could not have been

;es anyway. It did not take tine and

it did do, and its the fault of a number of us, myself included. . . .

]harlec looking in hindsight, he should

run. . . in the primary. One did his thing, not win but get a

■?un off. And let the rest of the candidates



srimarily as independents later on. There are a number of us who

that Charles, Aaron, Bob Clark, etc., had coattails. And th

by their running at the sane time with the local candidates, it would

have enhanced their ability to set elected. What we found out is that

politics. And

have coattails. For example, Charles—you have a

Jefferson coun. ma the euy running ior the

superintendent of education % of the black vote.

"inization vote. Ckay. lie 11, that was no

of Charles x.nan n
)^"K m n if.Tr ,-,->" A •

itc. Obay? Mow I'm using some names of people who are the

l ha"

Viat other doctor

ay? By and large Charle

outdrew the local candidates. There are only two places in which there

I bljai, nc» uuxioLdIcuL for 3,11 campaigns

Snd of tape. End of interview,]]


